Continuing Events:
The Student-Faculty Art Show is now on display on the Second Floor of Fondren Library. The Jones College Art Exhibit, in the south wing of Jones College, will be showing from April 23-30.

Now showing at the Museum of Fine Arts is the preview of Texas Painting and Sculpture.

Showing at the Alley Theatre is Luigi Pirandello’s “Six Characters in Search of an Author.” The comedy “Where’s Charley” is now being performed at Theatre, Inc.

At the Alabama Theatre the British comedy “Make Mine Mink” is showing. This movie, which stars the British comedian Terry-Thomas, is adapted from the Peter Coke play “Breath of Spring.” Still showing at the Delman Theatre is “Never On Sunday” with Melina Mercouri.

Friday, April 21
CONTEMPORARY ARTS MUSEUM—Four films in the British Film Institute “Free Cinema” series will be shown by the Contemporary Arts Museum. This series of films offers the viewer a look at contemporary Britain.

Saturday, April 22
JUNIOR-SENIOR WEEKEND

Sunday, April 23
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS—The Sigma Alpha National Fraternity Concert will be performed in Jones Hall at 4:00 pm.

RICE MEMORIAL CENTER—“Magnificent Obsession” will be shown in the RMC at 8:00. This film, which is adapted from the book by the master tear-jerker Lloyd Douglas, stars Rock Hudson and Jane Wyman.

RECITAL — Klaus Speer will play “The Art of Fugue” of J. S. Bach in the Chapel Sunday night.

JONES COLLEGE ART EXHIBIT—There will be an open house and reception for the Jones Art Exhibit in the south wing of Jones College from 2:00-5:00 pm.

Tuesday, April 25
NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA — The National Ballet of Canada will present the complete ballet “Swan Lake” in the Music Hall at 8:15 pm.